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Her biological clock ticking louder each day, Sharon Simons felt her center sink up to now another "Mr.
However when the proper man did arrive, their journey toward parenthood seemed more like a machete
trail through a jungle compared to the smooth path of her dreams. Fantastic" ended up being a frog---not
really the prince she was looking forward to. Enduring 3 failed IVFs and the loss of their unborn twins,
Sharon and her husband decided to adopt---acquiring a whirlwind trip to Russia and navigating the tough
waters of international adoption red tape. Their journey ended, or rather began, when two baby males were
put into their arms for the very long trip home.Part love story, component adoption memoir, and all heart,
Mom at Last is the tale of one woman's fierce determination to become a mother. Mom finally will inspire
women who find themselves on that sometimes challenging trip to motherhood, giving wish that motherhood
is possible and encouraging women to never give up on their dreams. Filled with setbacks and emotionally
devastating pitfalls, ultimately the journey leads her to true love and pure joy. While every journey to
motherhood differs, Mom finally lets women know they're not alone in the struggle toward motherhood.
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A story worth reading.. It touched my heart, and I would recommend it most highly.. It had been touching,
inspiring, and a really beautiful tale of an amazing journey of power and love. For reasons uknown I have
always loved adoption tales, and this one actually kept me reading through all the authors ups and downs
throughout the process. Eventually Sharon and her spouse turn to international adoption, and the story of
their encounter in Russia is definitely eye-starting. After enduring multiple failed IVFs and the increased
loss of their unborn twins, Sharon and Rick decide to try adoption, and discover two seemingly perfect
males in Russia. I came across myself awake in to the wee hours of the morning reading the webpages as
fast as I could, often with the fervor of devouring the most recent off the press fiction novel. This story
told the journey in a hard but wonderful method... And, visitors, she's a solid writer. The writer, Sharon
Simons, shows incredible strength of character when confronted with difficulty and loss. This was an
extremely interesting and quite informative book on the means of becoming a parent. Her eloquence enables
you to talk about her sorrow, desperation, anger and joy. Not after she suffers a tragic late-term
miscarriage does she quit. Its gripping story that made me laugh it produced me cry!. Amazing Read!! When
I started scanning this book it was hard to place down. It's so well crafted and you can really feel the
discomfort, the struggles and disappointments they went through. Sharon's story is incredible, and her
informing of it is soulful and moving. I personally know this few and I now have a whole brand-new

respect for them. And to in fact see their boys and how they have flourished.! Not to mention how
amazingly lucky they are to really have the life they have and two amazing parents who appreciate them so
much and that chose them and experienced such lengths to get them right here with them. I am so
grateful that she shared her story! Trust me this is a Must Read!! The author brings you smack dab into
her world as she navigates the street to learning to be a mother. Eloquent, raw and intoxicating! This
penned account of one woman's journey to become a mother is indeed compelling it leaves you desperate
ultimately for more. This book is part love story and part a test of endurance as they find their method
through the different approaches to parenthood and the pitfalls which are put in their method.! I was
motivated by the tenacity and courage of Sharon and her extremely supportive husband as they
experienced so many heartaches and setbacks in their quest to possess children. It's almost always a shock.
Perserverance in search of a Dream I found this book well written and very interesting. I could discover
empathy for the children who were swept from one (thuogh dire ) environment to some other. Anyone
thinking about or touched by infertility, miscarriage, adoption, worldwide adoption, multiple adoption, or
Russian adoption will enjoy Mom at Last. This story is a page turner and the actual fact that is is true
gives desire to many if they persevere. Don't miss this book, a must read!!! Incredible, couldn't put it down!
This amazing true story, one of the best reads ever! Ultimately, it truly seems that fate had been leading
Sharon to her boys all along. They've come so far. What they endured was worthwhile when they got their
gorgeous baby boys!! Absolutely Amazing! Sharon is an amazing woman, wife, mom and specific, inside and out.
Inspirational and touching story of a family's journey I read this book while on holiday and was overjoyed
to have chosen such an excellent book (I don't get much time to learn on a regular basis, so quality issues!.
As a mother myself I have a tendency to consider for granted the truth that it was very easy for me to
have a baby and begin a family.especially when it involves becoming a Mother! I could not place it down! Mom
in Last is actually an inspirational story of the method that you should never give up on your hopes and
dreams. Every path to motherhood is different. Couldn't put it down. I loved reading this book! Truly
captivating, inspiring, and often funny, I couldn't place it down.That is a good read for just about any
woman. It demonstrates sometimes life doesn't go as prepared, but we can't give up on our dreams. Well-

written. I have tremendous respect for anybody who undergoes fertility treatments, especially IFV, and
Sharon does so three times! Mom at Last writer Sharon Simons not only brings home a family, she also
brings house an adult, brilliantly paced, visually descriptive tale of love, reduction, and international adoption.
It really is obvious to me that Simons is an accomplished intellectual who understands herself (flaws and



all), knows how exactly to succeed, and understands how exactly to articulate the mental, physical, and
monetary delicacies and problems of infertility and adoption. God bless the Simons!). In the book, when she
finally clears American customs with her new family in-tact, Simons expressed to her hubby that their
lengthy ordeal found an oddly simple close saying she would at least "settle for a gold star." Well, Mom finally
Sharon Simons, I am providing you 5 gold superstars! Done well. And was swept in to the heartfelt
emotions of the would be adoptive parents who proceeded to go throgh such trama to access the point of
dealing with a foreign federal government to fullfil there dreams. Jody Cantrell Dyer, writer of The Eye of
Adoption Fun, quick read on what could much topic Great book. Very inspiring and funny. A MUST READ! In
case you are struggling, it's beneficial to realize you aren't alone and you also too can be a Mom at Last.
Great Publication for Hopeful Moms This book is a must-read for anyone who is struggling to become
parent, as well as for anybody who simply loves a good memoir. I literally cannot put this book down. If you
ask me, most women who knowledge infertility, in virtually any of its many forms, never expected they
might. This very human accounts of adoption can be in the end a lovely romance not really lacking the
heroine and her knight. Dealing with that shock and finding the internal fortitude to struggle through
treatment is not easy. Great read! Which is not the finish of her journey. It was artfully written, and it
really drew you in - it had been personal, but also extremely educational. Approaching 40 and sense her

biological clock ticking Sharon finally meets the proper man for her, someone that currently had kids from a
previous marriage but very supportive of Sharon's wanting a family group of their personal.! The final
outcome is heartwarming. I'm giving this book to many friends whom I know will be inspired by Sharon's
story, but actually I think that this book will resonate with any female (and of plenty of males) who has
ever sensed that desiring a child. Very Touching This author did an excellent job of pulling you into her
world. She shared her pain, and her joy through her journey of adoption and motherhood.. To see how many
other people have to go through to get something that came so easliy to me actually makes me realize how
blessed I am and how strong Sharon and Rick are to put themselves out there and fight for what they
needed together. Captivating story. Loved this book! I have close friends who adopted from Russia. An
excellent go through. Like all adoptive moms, Simons learns, suffers, rallies, and provides her imagine
motherhood everything she's got to give.
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